
The notion and meaning of 

correlation in teaching process

The notion correlation comes from latin word

correlation and in basic meaning represents conge-

niality between two phenomenons, mutual depend-

ence, mutual connection. In teaching process the

correlation is connection functional between differ-

ent school subjects which are similar or which are

suplementing mutually. Therefore, an essence of

correlation in teaching represents connection in

which each subject keeps its features, in other

words, don’t lose its independence, and on that way

pupils accept determined contents, phenomenons

and processes better, progressively and more com-

plete. Nowadays the teacher shoud become organ-

izer in process og learning increasingly, and not just

instructor, because of that its obligations in prepar-

ing of teaching become more broader and more

important. For that reason, for successful realiza-

tion in correlation between determined teaching

content, starting with planning and creating to con-

cret realization on the classes, it is very necessary

proffesional, didactic-methodological abilities of

teachers, and also it is important its knowledge of

all subjects which are studied in teaching per sub-

jects, as well as per classes.

In connection with that, in contents of pro-

gramme about nature ad society in forth grade, as

instruction for teachers in realizing of teaching con-

tents (Official Gazette in Serbia, 2006, pg.3, 46) is

emphasized: “When teachers make plans and real-

ization for class, it’s expected from them to realize

integrated thematic admission with independet

election of  coherent and compatible contents from

listed themes. The teacher has posibility to combine

contents inside the subject, as well as those at grade

level, from the other subjects and based of them

apply multidisciplinary access for bulding of con-

ceptions. Thus, it should be respected determinants

of principle of correlation at all levels (levels of
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subject, class and inter subject) respecting all

school and non-instructional activities at school

and outside of the school”.

Simultaneously, it should be pointed out that

correlation doesn’t apply on every class, which

means that connection of correlative relation

between two subjects is not always possible,

because that relation should be” normal, natural,

functional, understandable and primaly necessary

for mutual benefit” (Poljak, 1965).

The importance of correlation is reflected in its

better understanding of individual contents, in

review of certain problems and parts of material

from different aspects, in development of habits of

pupils in order to look phenomenons, processes and

relations in their environment more complete as

unique system between connected and mutually

dependent elements. Motivational part of correla-

tion is very important for those pupils who are not

interested in some subject at all, so connecting it

with other interesting subject we can motivate them

for the first subject. One of the methods for devel-

opment interests for something new and interesting,

unknown and not clear, is also its connection with

something known, interesting, with those which

pupils have already understood through the other

subjects. Relations between subjects allow to pupils

unique and more complete world review because

with correlation it could be achieved double bene-

fit: ”achieved knowledge in one subject has influ-

ence reciprocaly on increase of cognitive circle in

other subject” (Poljak,1965).

The specificities in teaching

about the nature and society

In modern school the subject about nature and

society is medial teaching subject and it is the base

for development of many abilities which are pre-

requisite for discovering legalites of appears and

processes in nature and society where every person

lives. Contents and methods of work in school sub-

jects about nature and society should be enable for

students of younger primary school grades to meet

its environment-the nature and society. Therefore,

the methods and contents of this subject are com-

plete, comprehensive-complex, due to inside of it

there are contents about alive and not alive nature,

geography, psyiscs, chemistry, sociology, protec-

tion and promotion of environment, there are also

education about transport, about health…

Teaching about nature and society in considera-

tion of its specifity it should be organized so that its

trough contens and methods of work pupils can

acquire complete knowledge about natural and

sociable phenomenons in theis environment. In this

way they satisfy interests for complete introduction

of environment. This school subject is directly con-

nected with experience and prior knowledge which

pupils have about nature and world around them,

and it’s very important to think how make them

systematized, corrected and applicable. The value

of this teaching can be seen from diference between

what a child knows about its environment before

starting school and after which has learned through

teaching, which make it more capable for other

cognitions about nature and society.

From the importance of teaching comes aim and

assignments of teaching about nature and society

stated in teaching programme and which teacher

shapes for every teaching unit. There is talking

about educational and practical meaning of teach-

ing about nature and society, regardlees of different

starting points in determination of meaning of

teaching.

Educational meaning represents acquirement of

knowledge about nature and society (material part

of teaching), about development of cognitive abili-

ties of pupils (perception, opinion, memory psy-

chophysical abilities), as well as application of

knowledge in their lives (functional part of teach-

ing). The contribution of teaching about nature and

society is reflected in relazation of general educa-

tional value (cognitive, moral, estetic, natural-

health, work-technical, existential). Teaching about

nature and society is connected whith other differ-

ents shapes of practical activities of pupils.

Practical works in this subject are very important in

process of acquirement of knowledge, abilities,

habits and also their use in life, because in that way

they have real value. 

Using different teaching stratigies, the teacher

develops interests for school subjects, adopts con-

tents to different style of learning of pupils, devel-

ops individual interests which is helping pupils to

develop wish for initiative and own sense of values.

Thus, teaching about the nature and society con-

ributes to complete development of pupil as intelli-

gent, moral and spiritual being.
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The specificities in teaching 

physical education

Physical education represents exceptonally

important field of content about educational activi-

ty, because comprehends cognitive and affective

component, and as such has bigger importance and

role in whole educational influence on young peo-

ple. Because of that, meaning of physical education

has to be process of conscious and sociable useful

forming of some person in period of childhood, in

other words it represents the forming of children

and youth. And because of this, if we take into

account contribution of physical education in some

aspects of development, as well as in development

of personality in general, it’s acceptable that it

should be primarly speaked about “education

through physical education”. According to this

view, physical education is turning to rich and var-

ious activities which have influence in develop-

ment of muscles, coordination of movements and

wholeness of one person.

By programme of teching physical education

it’s defined the aim which is related to needs of

pupils for moving, to contribution of increasing of

adaptive and creative abilities in modern conditions

of life and work. The aim is also related to devel-

opment of physical cultures which are necessary

for healthy life and  creation of permanent habits

which make possible that physical education

becomes part of our daily lives and part of culture

of life.

Among the assignments of physical education in

teaching plan and programme for students of

younger school grades there is assignment which is

refering to puplis “who have to develop their cul-

ture abuoth health in order to effective keeping of

health, increased resistance on harmful effects of

modern life and work”, and also in operative

assignments.  

Forming moral-willing qualities of person (pos-

itive relation to work, acceptable forms of behavior,

features of will), as well as development of health

of children and youth which are surely one of the

most important assignments of physical education. 

The realization of health and hygiene tasks of

physical education implys certain election of exer-

cises and games, permanently folowing of increase

and development of pupils, control of health,

organization of healthy life style and work of

pupils, regular food, as well as development of con-

science about noxiousness of smoking, drugs…

Simultaneously with this, the pupils have possibili-

ty to make the acquaintance of natural conditions,

and that is knowledge about use of natural resurs in

development of physical abilities, knowledge about

importance of clean space, fresh air and moderate

use of sun. 

Therefore, the acquirement of habits and devel-

opment of conscience about use regular physical

exercise and conversion habits into abilities is very

necessary moment for bulding healthy and com-

plete person, and that just can be achieved with

continually work, starting with students of younger

primary school grades.

The posibilities of correlation

between subject about the nature

and society and physical education

The assignments of teaching about nature and

society are based on knowledge about very impor-

tant facts and notions about phenomenons, process-

es and relations in nature and society and it’s

impossible to make that assignments without logi-

cal relation with other school subjects. The other

hand, physical activities at school are integral part

of education process which are useful for develop-

ment of psychomotor potentials of pupils, but it’s

very important that they accept physical activity as

work which diginfy human being, and also enlarge

their knowledge about world around them.

Beacause of that, teaching physical education can

help in realization of aims and assignments in

teaching about nature and society. 

After analysis of teaching themes and teaching

units in school subject The world around us The

nature and society from first to fourth grade for stu-

dents of younger primery school grades, there are

observed posibilities for connection with teaching

contents of physical education. In this way, through

teaching themes  “Me and others”, “The school”,

“The nature around us” are achieving assignments

which are useful for pupils who can recognize

themselves as natural and sociable being, who can

also recognize and respect similarities and differ-

ences between individuals per age and appearance.

They develop also responsible relation to them-

selves, to other people, forming healthy culture,

keeping their things, developming responsible rela-

tion to plants and animals, and it’s important that

pupils recognize primary features of water, air, land

and their importance for human beings.

From these assignments it’s evident possibility
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of connection with assignments of physical educa-

tion which imply security of healthy hygienic con-

ditions for regular growth, health and functioning

of body. Regular food, use of natural factors of

development (sun, water, air), regular relation to

nature where are happening activities of physical

education have importance in development of

healthy life style, which are commun assignments

of these school subjects.

More posibilities for connection are being made

also by ecological contents which are incorporated

in teaching about nature and society. Knowledge

and abilities which pupils acquire through process

of physical education, amd which increase ecolog-

ical culture and ecological conscience are various

and they are about: use natural resurs in develop-

men of physical abilities, knowledge about influ-

ence of natural factors on human body, knowledge

about importance of clean space, fresh air, regular

use of sun, knowledge about of forming move-

ments and other habits. 

The correlation between physical education and

nature and society is possible in many segments

and these classes are more successful, interesting,

dinamic and effective than the others without cor-

relation, and because of that they sholud be more

represented in practice.

The knowledges of pupils which are aquired

through relations and connections of contents from

this subject, in case the correlation is realized cor-

rectly, integrate in the system which for many times

resists from process of forgetfulness, because that

knowledges on one side are evident and permanent,

but on the other side they have contribution on pos-

itive “ influence of one learning to other learning”.

Conclusion

In conclusion we can define that correlation

between school subjects, in this case beween teach-

ing about nature and society and physical educa-

tion, has important part in teaching process and first

of all because:

-motive pupils for high-grade study

-develop their activity and independence in con-

cluding

-make possible transfer of knowledge 

-using connection of different teaching fields,

pupils can form more complete view on the world

-develop thoughtful operations

-make possible more complete realization of

phenomenons, processes and relations in environ-

ment and daily life of every pupil

Therefore, the adventage of this view of teach-

ing and its contribution about high-grade process of

study, where can be easier surmounted teaching

contents, either there are words about acquirement

of new knowledge or repetetion of knowledge

which the pupils have already acquired. 

The correlation of these subjects helps to pupils

to interest in sport, recreation, to nature on some

special way, which it will make them more inter-

ested, curious for observing of phenomenons,

processes and changes in whole nature.

For all of these, it’s very necessary education of

teachers and professors of physical education for

using that shape of work which will help them plan-

ing, to organize and realise their school subjects.

With extra education they will be prepared for

including of corelative view of teaching which is

necessary for achivement educational assignments

of these subjects, but also because “the correlation”

represents space where they can demostrate their

creative ideas and abilities.
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KORELACIJA NA NASTAVATA VO PRIRODA I FIZI^KOTO 
VOSPITUVAWE VO ODDELENSKATA NASTAVA
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Apstrakt:
Steknuvaweto na znaewa vo smisla na usvojuvaweto na brojni

~initeli i generalizacija, samo po sebe, ne e  dovolno za u~enicite,
poradi {to  op{toto obrazovanie  podrazbira primena na najde-
lotvorni na~ini za prou~uvawe na onie vospitno-obrazovni sodr`ini
koi se temel za razvojot na intelektualnite, tvore~kite, moral-
nite, fizi~kite i drugite sposobnosti, prisposobeni so vozrasta na
u~enicite i zasnovani na nivnite predznaewa i iskustvoto.
Nastavata vo pomladite oddelenija vo osnovnite u~ili{ta, poradi
psihofizi~kite karakteristiki na u~enicite vo taa vozrast, sve-
tot da go gledaat i sfa}aat kako edinstvena celina, dava  pove}e
raznovidni mo`nosti da se ostvari korelacija me|u razli~ni nas-
tavni predmeti, oblasti i sodr`ini. Vo trudot se tretiraat
mo`nostite za korelirawe na sodr`inite na Fizi~koto vospitu-
vawe  so sodr`inite na premetot Priroda i op{testvo, kako i
nivnoto zna~ewe za oddelenskata nastava.

Klu~ni zborovi: fizi~ki intelektualni sposobnosti,  
nastavni predmeti,  priroda, op{testvo  




